1.0 Overview

The following list describes an overview of changes included within version 2011-03-15(1.39.3) of all ATLAS based compilers and Lex files. All dialects and all PAWS software are built with the same version nomenclature (e.g. 1.39.3) for this release.

1.1 Enhancements / Changes affecting ALL dialects

1.1.1 Enhanced Allocator to ignore Errlmt clause check unless both ATLAS and DB have an Errlmt clause.
1.1.2 Enhanced the Switch processor to allow device port names to begin with “END…”. 
1.1.3 Enhanced the Switch processor to allow a period (‘.’) in the UUT Pin name
1.1.4 Resolved PR-11025, Flow warning with Identify Event Using clause.

1.2 Enhancements / Changes affecting CASS

1.2.1 Minor modifications to the Lexfiles requested by AAI for eCASS RF system.
1.2.2 Changed the “Subfile x - Ignored…” message from a WARNING to an INFORMATION message.
1.2.3 Enhanced the Switch processor to add the Subfile 10 connections to the Subfile 2 connections without a WARNING.
1.2.4 Added an ERROR message for non-preamble statements in an ATLAS MODULE.

1.3 Enhancements / Changes affecting MATE/MARTIN

1.3.1 Combined legacy Unix version of used by the LANTIRN system with archived MATE/MARTIN Lexfiles.

1.4 Enhancements / Changes affecting IEEE716.95/PAWS1641

1.4.1 Resolved PR-11024, Linker Endless Loop with STROBE-TO-EVENT.